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Google on the Go: Using an Android-Powered Mobile PhoneQue, 2009
Google on the Go
 

THE EASY, FUN, PRACTICAL GUIDE TO GOOGLE ANDROID PHONES!

So you’ve got one of those hot new Android-powered phones? Awesome! Now, get the most out of it with Google on the Go! This friendly, easy book shows exactly how...
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Maran Illustrated YogaCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Yoga is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Instead of describing the myriad ways to perform each pose, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Yoga shows the reader the best way, while the full-color photographs and clear,...
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Unstoppable Teams: The Four Essential Actions of High-Performance LeadershipHarperCollins, 2019

	
		Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that can accomplish any objective—by leveraging an unexpected set of values and priorities.

		

		SEALs and civilians operate in extremely different environments, but what makes both kinds of teams excel comes...
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The Time-Saver's Workout: A Revolutionary New Fitness Plan that Dispels Myths and Optimizes ResultsSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	Fitness researcher and pioneer John Little has spent years researching the science underpinning our most prevalent beliefs about exercise and is convinced that we need a new paradigm, one that would involve reliance on briefer workouts. He presents this revolutionary new approach here.

	

	There is something terribly...
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The Viking Method: Your Nordic Fitness and Diet Plan for Warrior Strength in Mind and BodyPenguin Press, 2019

	
		**The fitness and diet plan followed by NICOLE SCHERZINGER and AMANDA HOLDEN**

	
		"I love Svava's technique. In all my years of training, the Viking Method is unlike anything I have ever done" - Nicole Scherzinger

	
		"The Viking Method is an...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Better SkinAlpha, 2004
From diet to peels—a complete picture.
 A skin-care expert and a medical writer provide readers with a lifelong plan for good skin. With advice for everyone from teens to seniors, they cover such topics as the importance of diet, exercise, and water intake; which "cosmeceuticals" and pharmaceuticals...
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Physical Activity and Public Health PracticeCRC Press, 2012

	Physical activity remains a critical area of research as we consider cost-effective measures for lowering the chronic disease epidemic worldwide. In our increasingly automated society, many adults and children are not active at health-enhancing levels. In Physical Activity and Public Health Practice, a panel of...
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Maximum Energy for Life: A 21-Day Strategic Plan to Feel Great, Reverse the Aging Process, and Optimize Your HealthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
For more than twenty-five years, Mackie Shilstone has helped the world’s most famous sports figures, elected officials, and businesspeople become more focused, eat healthier, and achieve greater success at what they do best.  Now, Shilstone has distilled his performance-enhancing secrets into a book that can help anyone feel younger, live...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to a Lite and Healthy LifestyleQue, 2005

	Get off the scale and get to the bookstore! Absolute Beginner's Guide to a Lite and Healthy Lifestyle is your how-to-guide for a way-of-life makeover. Written by registered dietician Nicole Haywood and endorsed by the National Institute for Fitness and Sport, ABG to a Lite and Healthy Lifestyle ignores fad diets and focuses...
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Training Your Brain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Mastering the latest fitness craze-keeping your brain healthy at any age


	Judging from the worldwide popularity of the brain game, Nintendo DS, and such mind-bending puzzles as SuDoku and KenKen®, keeping one's mind as limber as an Olympic athlete is an international obsession. With forecasters predicting over a million...
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Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies (For Dummies (Health & Fitness))For Dummies, 2010

	Practical, hands-on information for fathers-to-be


	When it comes to pregnancy, dads' roles have changed so much in the past few decades that expectant fathers don't always know where to turn to for guidance and advice on this milestone event. Now they do!


	Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies is...
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20 HOME STRENGTH TRAINING: Best Exercise to Burn Fats, Build Muscles, Boost Strength and Stamina.Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	FEATURES:
		
			Easy to follow instructions and step-to-step approach to create and follow the fitness routine.
	
			Do-It-Yourself (DIY). The processes are clear and simple to understand.
	
			No complications of process and information.
	
			Beginners friendly.
	...
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